It is now time for redistricting in the state of TX and apparently time for grandstanding, diversion and shouts of "inequalities" "marginalization" "gerrymandering" "stealing" and more to be heard early and often. We live in a Constitutional Republic with fair representation for all. Assigning districts should not be based solely on population or ethnicity. It's especially true of rural counties which may have a disproportionate number of people ineligible to vote. It's also true of more populated districts now, which are expected to see growth increases and should therefore be divided to account for that expected population growth.

My expectation is that politics will be put aside, and that districts will take into consideration what I as a voting, tax paying citizen, and all citizens and tax payers in TX have requested. The time for clear sightedness and not bowing to pressure or name calling is now. If the legislature as a whole cannot, resign. You are clearly not up to the job.

Thank you for your consideration on this important issues of redistricting.